Abstract-Many acoustic channels suffer from interference which is neither narrowband nor impulsive. This relatively long duration partial band interference can be particularly detrimental to system performance. In operational networks, many "dropped" messages are lost due to partial band interference which corrupts different portions of the received signal depending on the relative position of the interferers, information source and receivers due to the slow speed of propagation. We survey recent work in interference mitigation as background motivation to develop a spatial diversity receiver for use in underwater networks and compare this multi-receiver interference mitigation strategy with a recently developed single receiver interference mitigation algorithm using experimental data collected from the underwater acoustic network at the Atlantic Underwater Test and Evaluation Center. The results indicate that both mitigation strategies are effective: parameterized interference cancellation is most effective at moderate SIRs whereas spatial diversity reconstruction is effective and realizes the most gain at high SIRs. We also apply the parameterized interference cancellation to the problem of estimating mutually interfering waveforms when it is desired to know both time domain signals and find that it effectively extracts both mutually interfering linear frequency modulated (LFM) and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) waveforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The U. S. Navy operates an undersea cellular network in the Tongue of the Ocean [1] . Known as the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AUTEC), it consists of 96 acoustic sensors placed over a 60 by 30 kilometer square area and is shown in Fig. 1 . As currently configured, approximately 97 percent of transmitted messages are successfully decoded; of the remaining three percent, many are corrupted by acoustic interference arising from active acoustic emissions. For example, Fig. 2 shows the impact of interference on a received data packet. In pane (a), the data packet was received without interference and successfully decoded in contrast to pane (b) where interfering signals are clearly evident and the message was lost. Years of extensive observations of activities in the vicinity of the network demonstrate that the widely separated hydrophones suffer from partial-band interference emanating from multiple spatially separated sources. The nature of this interference is different from the impulsive or narrowband interference typically encountered in other applications. Fur- thermore, unlike RF communications and acoustic array processing applications where interference is highly correlated in time among the various receivers, in the acoustic network, interference affects different portions of the received signals due to the wide separation of the receivers and the low speed of propagation. The degradation in the received signal is highly variable, depending on the relative position of the interfering signals, information source and receivers as well as the channel conditions. Successful steps to mitigate interference using a single receiver have been reported in [2] , and the potential of using multiple receivers to mitigate interference was demonstrated in [3] . The motivation behind this work is to compare the potential benefits that each mitigation strategy provides. We also examine the possibility of estimating both mutually interfering waveforms for the case of receiving LFM and OFDM waveforms simultaneously.
Interference mitigation has a long history in RF communications but the interference is typically impulsive or narrowband [4] and the algorithms are typically developed for a single receiver. Partial band interference is not addressed [2] . The interference mitigation techniques typically exploit the short time or limited frequency span of the interfering signal. Examples of impulsive noise suppression techniques for multicarrier modulation may be found in [5] - [14] while [15] - [24] 978-1-4799-8736-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE address narrowband interference mitigation. Early approaches tended to separate channel estimation and interference detection, and more recent work has focused on jointly estimating the channel and mitigating interference.
Optimum reception is possible given the probability density function of the impulsive noise, but typically the impulsive noise statistics are not available to the receiver [6] . Without a priori knowledge of the impulsive noise statistics, the traditional approach to dealing with impulsive noise has been to mark those symbols hit by impulses as erasures rather than correcting them directly since more erasures than errors can be corrected by the same code [6] . The marking of erasures and error-and-erasure decoding have traditionally been performed separately in cascade [6] . The work in [5] applied the traditional cascade approach but explored using error correction coding (soft error protection) and adaptively adjusting the erasures marking threshold (hard error protection) to combat short time duration, high magnitude interference. Supplying channel state information to the decoder enhanced the performance of the applied forward error correction (FEC) code. The erasures marking threshold was adjusted on each of the multicarrier subchannels to protect those subchannels most susceptible to interference. The authors found that combining both the soft and hard error protection was most effective. A low computational complexity algorithm to cancel the impact of impulse noise in the time domain was proposed in [10] . It employed threshold blanking to cancel the impact of impulse noise on the traditional time domain least squares OFDM channel estimate. In [7] , a frequency domain strategy to compensate for impulsive noise after OFDM demodulation and channel equalization was proposed as an alternative to the more conventional approach of suppressing the impulsive noise in the time domain. A support vector machine (SVM) algorithm for coherent robust demodulation of OFDM in the presence of impulse noise interfering with the pilot tones was developed in [9] . Compressed sensing techniques were applied to the impulse noise cancellation problem in [11] . Recently, [14] explored passband and baseband clipping approaches for suppressing impulsive noise in Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Systems in underwater communications.
A narrowband interference canceller was developed in [15] by using a model of the power spectral density of the narrowband interferer as prior information. The canceller estimates the linear minimum mean-square error of the spectral leakage by measuring the narrowband interference on a few active or null OFDM subcarriers. [16] and [17] propose mitigating narrowband interference in OFDM through successive cancellation by applying hard or soft decisions based on the known or estimated second order statistics of the received signal. Using the structure provided by FEC coding, each subcarrier is used to predict the narrowband interference contribution on the considered subcarrier in order to subtract out the contribution in an iterative fashion. The most reliable subcarriers are decoded first.
Joint approaches to equalization and interference mitigation may work iteratively such as in [8] or by expanding the states of the decoding algorithm as in [19] and [21] . In [8] applying a clipping and nulling technique at the front of an iterative algorithm significantly reduced the symbol error rate (SER). The iterative decoder further improved performance through a novel syndrome decoding technique which segregated the decoding based on the noise level of the received components. The joint approach to erasure marking and decoding (joint erasure marking Viterbi algorithm (JEVA)) proposed in [6] was motivated by the observation that separation of erasure marking and channel decoding leads to less accurate detection of the impulse noise corrupted symbols because the erasure marker does not take the code structure into account. For a given number of erasures, the JEVA automatically finds the most likely erasure pattern based on the most likely trellis path under the erasure constraint. The algorithm effectively mitigates impulsive noise at the expense of higher complexity. In [21] , a simple pilot aided interference detector removes inband interference. Residual interference that cannot be detected by the pilot aided interference detector is removed by a joint interference detection and decoding scheme. By exploiting the code structure in interference detection, the joint scheme detects most of the symbols suffering residual interference without requiring knowledge of the interference distribution.
A message-passing approach to jointly estimate the channel and mitigate strong co-channel interference of similar form as the desired signal was proposed in [25] . The algorithm, based on belief propagation (BP), which performs statistical inference on graphical models by propagating locally computed beliefs, effectively exploited the non-Gaussian statistics of the interference enabling its detection and suppression without requiring specific knowledge of the interfering signal. Two blind algorithms to mitigate multiple interferers were proposed in [26] : one for the case of strong signal and one for the case of strong interference. Both algorithms find the coefficients of the linear Minimum Mean Square Error filter based on the autocorrelation matrix function of the channel outputs.
Generally, joint approaches provide better performance at the cost of additional computational complexity. Limitations on system performance may be found in [27] for OFDM systems subject to impulsive noise and for multicarrier and single carrier quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) systems in [28] . The capability of Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) and turbo coding to mitigate burst errors is discussed in [29] .
In mobile radio, optimal receiver combining (ORC) [30] is a multi-receiver technique that has been used for years to combat interference. Its performance bounds were developed in [31] , but the channel is much less complicated than in underwater communications: it contains no multipath and Doppler effects may be safely ignored. The ORC algorithm assumed the channel was known and the combining was performed on the time domain received waveform. Its original application was to Phase-Shift Keying (PSK) modulation.
Some more recent work has addressed diversity combining in the underwater environment. A receiver that addressed the challenges of the underwater channel and performed joint diversity combining of multiple channel receptions with channel equalization was proposed in [32] . More recently, [33] proposed a multiple-input multiple output system which used space-time coding and iterative decoding techniques to obtain high data rates over shallow-water, medium range channels in the absence of interference. In the 200-300 Hz frequency range, [34] exploited beam diversity among sensors separated by hundreds of meters to improve communication performance.
Whereas processing time and computational complexity are critical drivers in many RF applications (such as mobile phones, digital audio and video broadcasting), underwater communication applications exist (such as submarine to shore message trafficking) where decoding delays are tolerable and vast amounts of computational power are available. Thus, the additional available decoding time and computing power may be employed to untangle the more complicated channel and Doppler effects.
Observations from past field experiments indicate that significant improvement in the reliability of message reception can be realized by mitigating interference. Discussion of the interference typical in the underwater environment is available in [35] and [36] .
The work in [2] developed a single receiver parameterized interference cancellation (PIC) algorithm to mitigate partial band interference through a representation of the interference based on a rough estimate of its time duration and bandwidth.
The PIC algorithm explicitly canceled the interference without information loss or performance degradation caused by approximations. In [3] we developed a multi-receiver algorithm that relied on the spatial diversity inherent in an acoustic network to facilitate the reconstruction of the transmitted waveform from the clean portions of the received signals. Our algorithm also relied on the known time duration and bandwidth of the interference to perform mitigation. While both approaches rely on prior knowledge of the interference band and time duration, the techniques differ in the use of the knowledge. In [2] prior knowledge aids in the estimation of the interference parameters and facilitates coherent cancellation where as in [3] prior knowledge facilitates the detection and excision of portions of the received signal that suffer from interference. For both approaches, knowledge of the interference parameters does not need to be particularly precise and can be determined in situ. The experiment reported here used Linear Frequency Modulated (LFM) signals as interference. However, both approaches are applicable to any time and band limited signal such as Hyperbolic Frequency Modulated (HFM) waveforms or marine mammal vocalizations.
A. Parameterized Interference Cancellation
The work in [2] developed an iterative single receiver algorithm to mitigate partial band interference of known time duration, T I , and interference bandwidth, B I . Since the interference is time and band limited, it can be represented by a Fourier-series. The algorithm employs an iterative approach to estimate the N I = B I T I complex coefficients as well as the time delay (with respect to the start of the OFDM block) of the interference. On each iteration, the estimates of the interference and detected symbols from the previous iteration are used to construct a Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT) to see if interference is still present. If residual interference is detected, its model parameters are calculated with a maximum-likelihood approach. The modeled interference is than subtracted out, and the channel is equalized and symbol estimation is again attempted. This is repeated until the parity checks are satisfied or some maximum preset iteration limit is reached.
B. Spatial Diversity Reciever
The spatial diversity receiver identifies portions of the signal suffering from interference on different receivers, removes these portions of the signal and then optimally combines the remaining clean portions of the signal. The process, illustrated 
C. Comparison of Interference Mitigation Approaches
The SDR algorithm and the PIC algorithm address the problem of interference in fundamentally different ways. SDR requires multiple receivers while PIC operates on a single receiver and could be extended to multiple receivers. However, it is unclear that the performance gain from adding additional receivers would be significantly better than processing the channel with the highest signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) alone. The SDR approach is to blank out portions of the time domain waveform suffering from interference, while the PIC approach estimates the interference and coherently subtracts it from the desired signal. The SDR approach thus takes advantage of the time orthogonality of the interference whereas PIC does not. In cases where the interference is not time orthogonal, SDR improves performance by appropriately weighting the reconstructed signal based on both the SNR and SIR. Both algorithms use a priori knowledge to aid in frequency domain interference detection. SDR uses a priori knowledge to set the size of the time domain blanking window while in PIC a priori knowledge determines the number of coefficients used to estimate the interference. In SDR, imprecise a priori knowledge leads to some performance degradation because improperly sizing the blanking window results in interference contaminating the signal if the window is too small, or loss in averaging gain if the window is too large. In contrast, for PIC, if the number of coefficients to estimate is too large, the excess coefficients get little weight. Consequently, there is less loss due to imprecise prior knowledge. Furthermore for PIC, the important parameter in determining the number of coefficients to estimate is the time bandwidth product. Interfering signals with different time durations and bandwidths but a time bandwidth product less than the selected value N I will still be estimated accurately and subtracted. In contrast, SDR requires the time duration and bandwidth to be known separately and its performance is best when applied to signals with the specified time duration and bandwidth.
While SDR requires more detailed prior knowledge than PIC, its performance is less dependent on the SIR as will be seen in the results presented in the next section. PIC relies on accurately estimating the channel and transmitted symbols to aid in estimating and canceling the interference. As the interference gets stronger, channel estimation and symbol detection degrade resulting in poorer estimates of the interference. At loud enough interference levels, the algorithm fails. Because SDR blanks the interference rather than attempting to cancel it, the algorithm is less susceptible to interference induced equalization errors. In contrast to PIC, there is no low SIR threshold where SDR abruptly fails. Its performance is more strongly a function of the background noise and the degree of time orthogonality of the interference than the level of the interference.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
During May 2014, experiments were conducted at AUTEC to test the interference mitigation algorithms. A multichannel projector was configured for multichannel simultaneous transmission of both interfering and desired acoustic waveforms. The desired OFDM signal consisted of a channel probe, four data packets and a final channel probe while LFM waveforms of various time durations and bandwidths provided the interference. Multiple interfering and desired waveforms were simultaneously transmitted from AUTEC's acoustic transmitters and recorded on more than forty distributed ocean-bottom hydrophones. Examples of the received data packets are shown in Fig 4. The interfering LFM waveform is clearly evident in both spectrograms. In addition to the LFM interference, the third data block suffers interblock interference (IBI) as portions of the surface bounce arrival of the first data block coincides with the direct path arrival of the third data block.
Independently processing the third block from the channels shown in Fig 4 without interference suppression resulted in thirteen errors on channel 68 and eight errors on channel 76 where as applying the parameterized interference mitigation algorithm resulted in no errors. Processing the block using maximum ratio combining (MRC) resulted in three errors while applying spatial diversity reconstruction (SDR) resulted in no errors. The distance between these receivers is approximately 4,000 yards.
In order to test the performance of the algorithms at different interference and noise level, a data set of 1,500 synthesized received signals was created from the interference and noise sampled during the experiment. The pseudo-experimental interference was created by windowing the appropriate portions of the received direct path LFM signals and amplifying them to the appropriate interference level.. Similarly, noise from portions of the experiment when no signal or interference was present was amplified to the appropriate level to vary the signal to noise ratio. The amplified interference and noise was added to received OFDM blocks in which the symbols were all detected correctly prior to decoding. For testing of the SDR and MRC algorithms, the interference was time orthogonal on the two receivers. Table ? ? provides details about the experiment.
The results of the processing the pseudo-experimental signals prior to decoding are shown in 5 for signal channel processing, MRC and SDR. A clairvoyant (shown in cyan diamonds) and non-clairvoyant (shown in blue circles) SDR algorithm were tested. The clairvoyant algorithm always excised the correct portion of the signal suffering interference whereas the non-clairvoyant algorithm had to detect the presence of interference as well as select the portion of the received signal to excise. At low SIRs (when the interference is large), there is a clear benefit to excising the interference for all values of SNR but more dramatic at higher SNRs. As the interference power approaches the noise power, the benefit of excising the interference diminishes and the loss from not averaging over the noise becomes apparent. This is demonstrated at higher SIRs in the results for the clairvoyant SDR receiver where applying the algorithm, even with perfect knowledge of the time window suffering interference, results in degraded performance as compared to MRC . However, the interference detection threshold can be set to smoothly transition between the SDR and MRC combining strategies. By only declaring interference when it is sufficiently large, the SDR receiver without clairvoyance exhibits the same performance as MRC at high SIRs. Fig. 6 shows the bit error rate after decoding for the various receivers. (The single channel uncoded bit error rate is also shown for comparison). The single channel PIC algorithm (green triangles) is effective at moderate SIR levels. This is the region of where Fig. 5 indicated the most effective strategy was to transition SDR to MRC. The PIC technique is ineffective at high SIRs; precisely the region where the SDR gains are most dramatic. Thus, the two approaches are complimentary and an effective multi-channel receiver strategy would be to adaptively utilize both techniques.
A. Extraction of an LFM Signal from an OFDM Signal
From a communications perspective, the LFM signal corrupting a block of OFDM data is undesirable and the information gained about it in the interference estimation process is discarded. However, other applications exist where two partially known signals interfere with one another and it is desirable to obtain accurate time domain estimates of both received signals. The PIC algorithm provides one possible method to achieve this. As an initial approach to looking at this problem, we examined mutually interfering LFM and OFDM signals. We transferred the PIC algorithm frequency domain estimate of the LFM interference to the time domain and compared it to the known received interfering waveform. Figures 7 -9 compare the estimated LFM interference to the actual received LFM interfering waveform as well as the original transmitted LFM signal. The results are typical for the mutual LFM and OFDM data we observed. The top panel of Figure 7 shows the spectrogram and times series of a received OFDM signal block with an interfering LFM signal that is 6 dB lower than the OFDM signal power. The bottom panel shows the spectrogram and time series of the estimated LFM signal. Comparison of the actual and estimated time series of the received signal is shown in Figure 8 . Clear gain is seen in the matched filter output of the extracted LFM signal over the original received signal (LFM + OFDM) as shown in Figure  9 . The estimate of the OFDM waveform is not shown but its accuracy is assured because it was decoded without error. The results indicate that using the PIC algorithm to estimate mutually interfering waveforms is possible and beneficial.
III. SUMMARY
Many acoustic channels suffer from interference which is neither narrowband nor impulsive. This relatively long duration partial band interference can be particularly detrimental to system performance. However, some parameters of the interference are usually known or can be acquired and exploited to facilitate interference cancellation on a single receiver. For multiple receivers, the prior knowledge can be used to exploit the detection and excision of portions of the received signals suffering from interference so that they can be combined more effectively. While the single receiver technique relies on accurately estimating and subtracting the interference, the multi-receiver technique exploits the slow speed of sound propagation in water and the geographical extent of networks, to combine clean portions of the received signals. The experimental results from AUTEC demonstrate that both techniques are effective mitigation strategies. Parameterized interference cancellation is most effective at moderate SIRs whereas spatial diversity reconstruction is effective and realizes the most gain at high SIRs. The two approaches are complimentary and an effective multi-channel receiver strategy would be to adaptively utilize both techniques. Applying the parameterized interference cancellation to the problem of estimating two mutually interfering waveforms is also possible as demonstrated by the effective estimation of both mutually entangled LFM and OFDM waveforms. 
